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   You can also call us on 0800 800 300. The postal address is: **[Australia]** The post code is:  VIC  2999 1.0.11.0 (01) -
Description The 1.0.11.0 (01) updates include the following:- All ship lines are now fully compatible with the latest weather and

time of day updates to enable safe sailing for all your Aussie Sailors.- Fixed an issue where sea states for bridge staff on the
bridge display were being incorrectly calculated for the correct ship. - Fixed a problem with the new system for generating

latitude and longitude data for loading local maps.- Added the ability to save the international hydrographic layer in one of the
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loadings in the International Hydrography Data Base.- Fixed an issue where the “Find Hydrography” tool was not always
showing the correct data. - Fixed an issue where dock and/or anchorage numbers were being printed in the Logbook even if the

user was logged in as a dock or anchor detail.- Updated the default route in the Logbook in conjunction with the new Route
Planning feature.- New options for controlling the times of the day at which the weather, time of day and sky conditions are to
be updated. These options can be accessed via the "Display Options" button on the top right of the main Logbook screen.- The
route to be planned from any of the main menu screens is now displayed when clicking the "Route Planner" button on the main
Logbook screen.- When running from the Map display the "View Map" button on the main menu is now no longer greyed out,
to indicate that you are logged in.- Fixed an issue where new weather conditions were not being generated for the correct ship,

the wrong location was being listed for the weather update and the weather direction was not always being switched.- Added the
ability to have the Route Planner focus on the previous route, or a previously planned route.- Fixed an issue where the Route

Planner was not checking for updates of weather and time of day conditions on the route. - Fixed an issue where a “Alert” issue
was displaying in the “Offline Messages” box.- Updated the “Online Messages” to work in conjunction with the updated

interface. - Fixed an issue where dock and/or anchorage numbers were being printed in the Logbook even if the user was logged
in as a dock or anchor detail.- Improved the look of the 82157476af
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